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Snow Goose (before and after)
1

Across
1 Frenzied whirl oddly
ending in
Macclesfield (4)
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3 Hose off something
stepped into? (4)
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6 Samba contest has
some tasty flesh on
display (5)
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10 Picked up in a Rover
he'd pimped (9)
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13 Spots politician in
distressing condition
(7)
14 Lustfully hug and
chug (4)

21 Fellow knocking
back no end of mild
(3)
22 Cry before it hurts,
like a coward (6)
23 Inflatable rubber
ring in
Mediterranean port
(4)
25 The German swine's
entered before
paying guest (7)
27 Substituted Israeli
for Italian scorer (7)
29 Popular pair
separated (2,3)
30 Element of hell in
mobster hit (9)
31 Old birds did
initially love parties
(5)
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12 Rambling in England
with your old
lecturer up front (7)

18 Essence of calmness
about a person (3)
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11 Drives that woman
to drink - sherry,
primarily (5)

16 Constitutionally
American, a
damaged nation? (6)
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32 Drug no longer in
expensive stage (4)
33 TOP GEAR? (4)
Down
1 Tailor will do one
finished so? (4-5)
2 Invention at home
providing extended
enjoyment between
the sheets? (3-2)
4 Collapse after
serious dump? (5,4)
5 Eventually find
oneself close to
winning (3,2)
6 Beatnik's bar
accommodating
(what a surprise) an
old record company
(8)
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7 Good grief - a green
going into
Northamptonshire
town (3,6)
8 Poles delimit
established
breeding-sites (5)
9 European with
sparkling wine (5)
15 Got in touch with
journalist pursuing
scam with discretion
(9)
17 Miserable existence
of a setter? (1,4,4)
19 Takes food into
topless joints lacking
quality (9)
20 Helping to see
solution? (3-5)
24 Pleasure at first feels
like entering seventh
heaven (5)
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25 Visionless Liberal
gets into difficulty
(5)
26 Dresses up secretly
in Chinese bordello
(5)
28 Threat in returning
beer smell (5)

